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TRAVIS BRORSEN

WHAT IS PUPPY PAWS ACADEMY?
Puppy Paws Academy is designed to enrich the relationship between
you and your pet. Through many educational opportunities, Puppy
Paws has created programs to enhance your dog’s experience. All
programs are designed by Pet Expert and Trainer, Travis Brorsen.
Services:
Stay + Play + Train

Private Training

Play + Train

Group Classes

Socialization & Foundations

Health & Wellness Program

Academy Club

Training solutions include:
Basic Obedience

Treadmill Exercise

Advanced Obedience

Fitness & Conditioning

Socialization Activities

Distance + Distraction Games

Agility

Therapy Dog Preparation

STAY + PLAY + TRAIN
A PAWSITIVE Board & Train Experience!
Do you need help with your dog but don’t have the time? Let us help
you build a foundation of basic skills using positive reinforcement
training techniques. Our STAY + PLAY + TRAIN program allows dogs of
any age to enjoy the freedom of fun and exercise while providing
structure, boundaries and pet education through enrichment learning.
Your dog will not only have fun, but will come home with an easy to
follow roadmap so you can build a relationship based on mutual trust,
love and respect.

5 day consecutive stay (Monday - Friday) required. Includes:
Daycare and boarding
Week 1: Sit, down, come when called, loose leash walking.
Customization available
Week 2: Increased distractions & advanced obedience
Daily training curriculum, report cards and notes
Access to the enrichment center: doggie treadmill, agility
course & stability exercises
Proper socialization supervised by an academy trainer
Private follow up session with a certified trainer at Puppy Paws or a
video tutorial explaining everything your pup has learned

PLAY + TRAIN
Same program as STAY + PLAY + TRAIN without boarding.
This is a perfect option for pet parents that want their dog to come
home at the end of each day. Think of it as “school for your dog”!
Available to any student that completes one week of
STAY+PLAY+TRAIN.
Includes daycare

SOCIALIZATION & FOUNDATIONS
This is a great option for dogs that need additional, supervised
socialization with smaller crowds. In order to slowly introduce fearful or
anxious dogs in a positive way, a smaller and more controlled
environment is needed. Your dog will also receive a foundation of basic
obedience commands reinforced during their personalized time: Come
when called & loose leash walking. Customization is available and
includes a private follow up session with a certified trainer at Puppy
Paws or a video tutorial explaining everything your pup has learned and
easy to follow steps to replicate it at home.
5 consecutive days required to start. Single days available afterward
Includes daycare
Daily training curriculum with a certified trainer
Daily report cards
Access to enrichment center: doggie treadmill, agility course &
stability exercises
Multi week discounts available

ACADEMY CLUB
Daycare with a purpose! This is a great option for dogs that need
exercise and reinforcement with basic obedience. Each month one basic
command will be reinforced throughout the day such as sit, stay, down,
come when called and loose leash walking. Each Academy Club
member will have a goal of 30 repetitions per day. Daily report cards are
available for each pet parent. 5 consecutive days required to start.

Add-on to daycare
Training with a certified club instructor, Monday - Friday
30 repetition/command daily goal
Daily report cards and photos

PRIVATE TRAINING
1:1 Training Session with Travis Brorsen
In-home and at Puppy Paws Academy, our one-on-one education
program is designed for families and pet owners that have specific
needs. This is a great option for pet parents that want to get their pup
off on the right paw before socialization classes. It’s also a great way to
prevent or curb unwanted behaviors such as biting, chewing and fear/
anxiety issues. Other topics include potty training, basic and advanced
obedience, come when called, leash manners, and child/dog relations.
This is also a great option to prepare for a new dog or human baby!
All private trainings are 60 minutes. Options include:
Puppy Paws Training Academy sessions
In-Home private sessions
Package of three sessions
Package of six sessions

GROUP CLASSES
Our classes are designed to guide pet parents/families on a path to
success. You and your dog will have the opportunity to learn in a
controlled environment and set a solid foundation for both you and
your dog. Each week you will receive take-home information, tutorial
videos and games to play with your pup.All participants that complete
the course receive a graduation certificate! Class levels range from
puppy to adult. We also offer Canine Good Citizen testing in
preparation for therapy dog certification. Group classes are seasonal.
Inquire for more details

HEALTH & WELLNESS PROGRAM
Do you want to add a minimum of two years to your doggie’s life?
According to a recent study, almost 60% of America’s dogs are
overweight or obese. A healthy dog will have an improved quality of
life, lower cholesterol, blood pressure and have less anxiety. A healthy
lifestyle can even lower the risk of cancer. Let our team provide you with
a proper feeding program, exercise routine and peace of mind that you
are doing everything you can to love your pets the right way!

Includes:
One-on-one weight assessment & evaluation
Fitbark Fitness Tracker
Health & Wellness plan
Meal & feeding plan
Exercise plan
6 to 12 month weight loss goals
Weekly check-ins

TRAVIS BRORSEN
One of the most sought after dog trainers in America today, Travis is
Founder and CEO of Greatest American Dog Trainers operating in
Oklahoma and New York City. He is Animal Planet’s Pet Expert and
Trainer, hosting their series: My Big Fat Pet Makeover.

“We use positive reinforcement because we
believe in buildings dogs up, not tearing
them down” Travis says. “Relationships should be built on love,
trust and respect, not fear.”

Travis won CBS’ national dog training competition, Greatest American
Dog in 2008. He has appeared on many TV and radio shows such as
Rachael Ray, Tamron Hall Show, Fox and Friends, National
Geographic’s Brain Games, E! and others. He has also been featured in
The New York Post, The New York Times, InTouch, People, US
Magazine, Variety, Prevention.com, Hampton’s Pet Magazine and is a
monthly contributer to the OKC Pets Magazine.
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